ABSTRACT: The titles of 107 theses on ostracodes, many unpublished, are listed. The author, year of presentation, and university are given for each thesis.

Bibliography of ostracode theses
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The following bibliography of theses pertaining to ostracodes was assembled from the "Bibliography of geology theses" compiled by Daniel S. Turner (1954) for the Petroleum Research Corporation's Micro-Research-Card Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology Library, and from "Dissertation Abstracts," published monthly by University Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich., up to and including volume 16, no. 12 (December, 1956). It contains the titles of 107 papers, many of which have not been published. It is believed that unpublished theses may contain valuable background material which will be useful to ostracode workers and graduate students. Some theses which have been subsequently published are also included in this list because it is not unusual for data to be omitted, for the sake of brevity, from the published paper. The list will also serve to indicate the university from which each thesis may be obtained, and the year in which it was submitted.
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